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January 28, 2016 

Kristine Obendorf, PE 
Boulder County Transportation 
Engineering Division 
5201 St Vrain Rd, Bldg. #4 
Longmont, CO 80503 

Reference: Old St. Vrain Road over the South St. Vrain Creek 
  BR-84S-001-SSV1-FLOOD 
  Structure Selection Report 

Dear Ms. Obendorf: 

The attached structure selection report summarizes J-U-B ENGINEERS’ findings for providing replacement 
of the Old St. Vrain Road Bridge over South St Vrain Creek, located approximately 2 miles southwest of the 
Town of Lyons. The bridge was destroyed during the 2013 flood event, and the crossing has been closed 
since then. In conjunction with Boulder County and our subconsultants, we have taken into consideration the 
condition of the existing structure, site conditions, roadway vertical and horizontal alignments, river 
hydraulics, right of way impacts, utilities, geotechnical recommendations, environmental concerns, 
construction costs and aesthetic considerations. 

The primary factors driving the selection for this bridge are hydraulics, aesthetics, construction schedule and 
cost. The structure options reviewed by J-U-B include Option 1 – a two-span, adjacent concrete box girder 
structure, Option 2 – a two-span, steel plate girder structure, and Option 3 – a single-span, steel pony-truss 
structure. All three options are similar in cost, with the two-span, adjacent box girder structure being the least 
costly. Consideration for improved hydraulics at this crossing, along with providing a signature bridge, has led 
the J-U-B/Boulder County Team to select the single-span, steel pony-truss option. 

The single-span Pony-truss option is the best solution with regard to hydraulics and aesthetics, and a good 
option for the construction schedule. The selection of this option provides a bridge with a 180’ clear opening, 
and a superstructure composed of prefabricated weathering steel trusses with an 8” composite concrete deck 
and 3” HMA.  The proposed substructures consist of wall abutments supported on driven pile foundations. 
The pony-truss option is the most expensive of the three options, and will require additional inspection and 
maintenance compared to the other options. 

It should be noted that none of the proposed bridge options provide the required freeboard over the 100-
year flood water surface elevation, due to the tie-in to the existing roadway at the south abutment. The new 
bridge will be designed to pass the 25-year flood, and survive the 100-year flood. Overtopping on Old St 
Vrain Road will be limited to the requirements of the Boulder County Storm Drainage Criteria Manual. 

We are pleased to have this opportunity to provide this report to you and look forward to continuing work 
on this project. 

Sincerely, 

J-U-B ENGINEERS, Inc. 

 

 

Jeff Temple 
Project Manager 
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BACKGROUND 

J-U-B Engineers, Inc. has been contracted by Boulder County to provide design services for the replacement of 
the Old St. Vrain Road Bridge over the South St. Vrain Creek. The existing bridge has been closed since the 
September 2013 flooding.  The flooding has washed away the entire structure (except for the south abutment) and 
has created a significantly widened channel.  The intent of the project is to construct a bridge less susceptible to 
flood damage, improve the hydraulic capacity of the bridge opening, and accommodate the flood flows of the 
South St. Vrain Creek. A Vicinity Map of the site is included in Appendix A. 

EXISTING ROADWAY 

Old Saint Vrain Road (Boulder County Road 84S) is a rural local roadway, approximately 24’ wide, currently 
consisting of two 11’ wide travel lanes with minimal shoulders (0.5’ to1.0’ wide). The project begins North of Old 
St. Vrain Road (Boulder County Road 84) and extends south of Colorado Highway 7 for a total of approximately 
350 feet. 

The existing bridge was constructed in 1960. It had a span of approximately 73’ with 9’ wide travel lanes and 1’ 
(±) shoulders. The out-to-out width of the bridge was 20.1’ wide. The average daily traffic counts just south of 
SH 7 were 49 in 2012.  The posted speed of the road is 25 mph. 

During the flood, the creek alignment shifted and also washed away the north roadway approach to the bridge. 
Currently, the creek is flowing north of the south abutment of the bridge, and the road is closed to through 
traffic. There are many areas where the roadway (Boulder County Road 84S) has been damaged, but the roadway 
north of the bridge has the most substantial damage. An historic ditch (the Carl Holcomb Ditch) was destroyed 
during the 2013 flood event. The ditch ran parallel to the creek, near the south abutment. 

EXISTING STRUCTURE 

The existing bridge was built in 1960. It was a two-span bridge, 73’ long by 20.1’ wide, and consisted of 3 lines of 
double-tee girders with a bare concrete deck topping. The abutments were concrete wall-type substructures 
supported on shallow spread-footing foundations. The pier was a wall bent supported on shallow spread-footing 
foundations.   

The entire existing bridge structure was washed away, except for the south abutment, during the September 2013 
flooding. The bridge inspection report completed in 2013 can be seen in Appendix E. The most recent sufficiency 
rating assigned to the bridge was 77.  

The only existing utilities found in the project area are a buried CenturyLink telephone line, and Xcel overhead 
electric lines, both running parallel to State Highway 7, on the north side of State Highway 7. 
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DESIGN PARAMETERS  

The flood event of 2013 has created the need to build a longer bridge. The replacement structure must be: 
sufficiently long and high to accommodate hydraulic demands; geometrically suitable for northbound and 
southbound traffic with adequate end treatments for truck turning radius; and must support future utilities 
supported by the bridge. The following table depicts the various bridge criteria used for this selection report.  

 

BRIDGE DESIGN DATA 

DESIGN PARAMETER PROPOSED DESIGN CRITERIA 

Approximate Length Per hydraulic requirements, 
approximately 160 to 180 feet long 

Minimum Width 33’; (2)-11’ lanes, (2)-4’ shoulders and 
(2) 1.5’ bridge rails 

Design Flood and  

Vertical Clearance 

25-year flood 

1.80 feet freeboard 

Hydraulic Clearance Bottom chord elevation will be set at 
5467.50 

Design Speed  25 mph 

Design Code  AASHTO LRFD 

Design Vehicle  HL-93 

Pavement Load (3” Asphalt)  36 psf 

Utility Load  None. Existing utilities to be located 
off the bridge where feasible. 

Future Utilities 5 psf 

Design Life 75 years 

Deck Concrete Cover over Top Mat of 
Reinforcing Steel 

2 inches 

Concrete  Class D, f’c = 4500 psi 

Reinforcing Steel  Grade 60, epoxy coated 

Structural Steel Weathering Steel, Grade 50 (ASTM 
A709) 

Precast Concrete Class PS, f’c = 8,000 psi 

 

The following latest version design manuals and standards are being used on this project: 

 Boulder County Multimodal Transportation Standards 
 Boulder County Storm Drainage Criteria Manual 
 AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 
 CDOT Bridge Detail Manual 
 CDOT Bridge Design Manual 
 AASHTO-A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets 
 AASHTO- Roadside Design Guide 
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 USDCM-Urban Storm Drainage Criteria Manual (Volumes 1-3 BMP) 
 CDOT Standard Specifications for Road & Bridge Construction 
 CDOT Standard Plans, M & S Standard 
 MUTCD 

The following assumptions and design criteria have been established in developing the various bridge alternatives: 

 Plans, specifications and cost estimates will be prepared in English Units. 
 Unit of Cost will be based on latest information contained in CDOT Cost Data Index and Average Bid 

Prices, as well as costs supplied by various local manufacturers and suppliers. 
 The vertical alignment control is based on the Benchmark NGS “7”, North American Vertical Datum of 

1988 (NAVD 88). 
 The horizontal alignment control is based on the Colorado State Plane Coordinates NAD 83 (2007) 

Datum.  Horizontal control based upon Trimble VRS Network. 

STRUCTURE ALTERNATES 

Recent flooding revealed that the previous bridge hydraulic opening was not sufficient. Flooding has relocated the 
main channel of the creek and created a much wider channel. Preliminary hydraulic analysis indicates that the 
proposed bridge needs to be significantly longer and higher than the previous bridge to allow passage of the 100-
year flood event.     

At a minimum, the bridge span must be lengthened to accommodate the new channel width; and the elevation of 
the low chord of the bridge must be carefully considered to provide an adequate hydraulic opening.  The south 
abutment needs to remain very near or at the same elevation as the existing road approach, and be located 
sufficiently north of the intersection to accommodate the approach slab, and to provide adequate turning radius 
for trucks to turn into the Andesite mine.   

The overall bridge length is determined by the required hydraulic opening. The pre-flood hydraulic opening 
provided by the previous bridge was 73 feet.  The proposed hydraulic opening requires a much longer structure, 
approximately 180 feet long with a low chord elevation set at 5467.50 for adequate freeboard.  Minimizing the 
superstructure depth minimizes the extent the approaches are raised and minimizes the associated tie-in impacts 
at each end of the proposed bridge.   

Due to the severe scour potential at this location, minimizing or eliminating in-stream substructure bents is 
recommended. However, this increases the span lengths which increases the superstructure depth. Longer spans 
generally require deeper superstructures.  In order to minimize the required superstructure depth, single-span and 
two-span configurations are considered.   

FEMA’s Draft Detailed Damage Inspection Report (located in Appendix F) recommends that the new bridge 
reuse the existing south abutment and wingwalls. It is possible that the existing abutment was undermined during 
the flood event, and silt and sand was deposited after the flood waters receded. Also, this existing abutment was 
originally designed to support a bridge with a relatively light superstructure and a span length of 36 feet. The 
proposed bridge will be wider to carry the rural collector cross-section. The existing abutment would need to be 
widened, while being able to support additional loads, on a foundation that may have been undermined and is 
currently unstable. For these reasons, J-U-B does not recommend reusing the existing south abutment in any 
capacity to carry the proposed bridge. 

Pier locations affect the construction schedule and construction cost.  In addition, appropriate pier placement is 
necessary to avoid potential scour issues.  The deepest portion of the channel has migrated to the southern 
portion of the opening, and pier placement for the two-span configuration is not negatively affected by the creek 
location. It is recommended that the low-flow channel is relocated to the south of the middle pier, should the 
two-span option be chosen. 

The bridge options investigated were selected in order to explore the range of potential solutions based on the 
criteria presented above. Three structure types (adjacent precast prestressed box girders, steel plate girders, and 
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steel Pony-truss structure) have been evaluated in a single-span and two-span configuration to replace the 
previous structure.   

Preliminary design of each configuration was completed to verify structural adequacy and to determine 
preliminary construction cost estimates.  The shallow concrete adjacent box girder and steel plate girder options 
were selected for evaluation in the two-span configuration, and the steel Pony-truss structure was selected for the 
single-span configuration to determine which of the three options best satisfies the criteria of being least costly 
and allowing the 100-year flood to pass with minimal damage. The bridge options that were analyzed for this 
report include:  

Option 1: Two-Span Concrete Box Girder; 90’-90’ BX27”x48” box beams placed side-by-side with a 5” 
composite concrete deck and 3” HMA. 

Option 2: Two-Span Steel Plate Girder; 90’-90’ 4 girders spaced at 9’-0” placed with a 8” composite concrete deck 
and 3” HMA. 

Option 3: Single-Span Steel Pony-Truss; 180’ steel trusses and floor beams with an 8” composite concrete deck 
and 3” HMA. 

Appendix B contains the General Layout and Cost Comparison for these options.  

HYDRAULICS 

Roadway drainage will be conveyed to roadside ditches and will ultimately discharge to the South St. Vrain Creek.  
For preliminary review of the project drainage, the project was divided into 4 basins (NW, NE, SW, SE). It 
appears the roadside ditches for each basin will adequately convey the 5-year storm runoff peak as outlined in the 
Boulder County Storm Drainage Criteria Manual.  There is no required freeboard for roadside ditches.  J-U-B 
anticipates the use of some storm pipe in conjunction with the ditches to convey the water to the South St. Vrain 
Creek. Storm water will need to be treated prior to release into the river. 

The maximum flow depths on the bridge deck and approach roadway will be minimized in accordance with the 
Boulder County Storm Drainage Criteria Manual (SDCM) – Section 300 Drainage Policy. According to Table 901 
of SDCM, the Old St Vrain Road is classified as a Local Access – Rural with a “B” classification. Section 304.5 of 
SDCM states that the minimum bridge capacity for a class “B” roadway is a 10-year flood. The allowable cross-
street flow above the gutter flowline is a maximum of 12 inches for a class “B” roadway in a major drainage 
system. The new bridge design will follow these requirements and not exceed the limitations set in the SDCM. 

As part of the J-U-B design team, Anderson Consulting Engineers (ACE) completed a report which included a 
summary of hydraulic conditions prior to the September 2013 flooding. This report was forwarded to Boulder 
County and is included as Appendix C. According to the ACE report, a 1978 study prepared by CDM, Inc. 
provided hydraulic discharges as follows: 

100-year 4,970 cubic-feet per second (cfs) 

50-year 3,430 cfs 

10-year 1,350 cfs 

The pre-2013 flood bridge was overtopped during the 100-year event. Also, the adjacent roadway was overtopped 
during the 100-year event. The 50-year event would pass under the pre-2013 flood bridge with roughly 2.0 feet of 
freeboard. 

The proposed bridge will be longer, and the low chord elevation should be higher. The proposed bridge length 
and low chord elevations are primarily controlled by the hydraulic analysis. Hydraulic analysis has been provided 
by Anderson Consulting Engineers. Refer to Anderson’s Hydraulics Report for detailed information pertaining to 
the pre-2013 flood and proposed bridge and channel hydraulics. 

Several key hydraulic issues affecting the proposed bridge are summarized below: 
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1. Channel Section and Invert Elevation: The 2013 flooding widened the pre-2013 flood channel to the 
south.  The bridge geometry will be configured to accommodate this new, wider, active channel. The 
channel cross-section will be slightly modified as part of this project. 
 

2. Required Freeboard: The CDOT Hydraulic Manual freeboard equation is to be utilized on this project. 
This manual allows for a 1’ freeboard reduction for bridges with a smooth bottom. For the purpose of 
comparing the structure alternatives, this reduction will not be considered.  However, the reduction may 
be considered in the design phase if a smooth bottom bridge is selected and the roadway profile warrants 
the reduction of the freeboard. Preliminary calculations show the required freeboard as 1.6 feet. 
 

3. Main Channel Width: Several hydraulic analyses were performed with different bridge widths to 
determine its effect on the various flood elevations. The widened post-flood channel width upstream and 
downstream also factors into the determination of the recommended bridge width. It was determined 
that a 180-foot bridge with the south abutment located to match the pre-2013 flood south abutment gave 
the best hydraulic solution. 
 

4. Planned channel modifications: Current design recommendations are to realign the low-flow channel to 
more closely match the pre-flood location. This will require shifting the low-flow channel to the north; 
away from the south bank of the river. Armoring the river banks in the area of the wingwalls will also be 
required. Rip rap quantities have not yet been determined. 
 

The resultant 100-year flood water surface elevation is 5470.50, with required freeboard of 2.1’. This dictates a 
minimum bridge low chord elevation of 5472.6 over at least the middle half of the bridge as required by the 
CDOT Hydraulic Manual. This low chord elevation for the 100-year flood cannot be provided due to the vertical 
constraint at the south abutment and tie-in (approximate elevation of the roadway on the south roadway 
approach is 5471.20). 

Additional bridge lengths of 230 feet and 275 feet were analyzed, with very little change in the 100-year water 
surface elevation (a bridge length of 275 feet is the maximum length capable of fitting between the two roadways). 
After reviewing the draft freeboard data, Boulder County has decided to provide an overall bridge length of 180 
feet, and raise the bridge enough to allow a 25-year flood to pass with the required freeboard. The bridge 
structure and supports will be designed to survive a 100-year flood design discharge. 

The proposed bridge will meet the 10-year design flood with the required freeboard, in accordance with Boulder 
County SDCM. The bridge will not meet the 1-foot freeboard over 100-year flood as required by the SDCM. The 
25-year design flood can be met with additional grading of the channel upstream of the bridge. The extent of 
grading will be designed in the final design process. 

Riprap will be placed on the channel side slopes and road embankment for armor and scour protection. Size and 
riprap location will be determined as the design progresses, and will not affect the structure selection. It is also 
understood that the bridge must have adequate support for a check flood equal to four (4) times the hydraulic 
design discharge.  

The scour depths have not yet been determined. Bedrock elevation is known to exist approximately 20 to 40 feet 
below the channel invert elevation. The proposed bridge incorporates pre-drilled pile foundations, which will be 
constructed at a prescribed depth to provide the required support for both flood and scour events. 

During the final design process, the bridge abutment locations and low flow channel will be optimized to provide 
the best protection of the proposed substructures during a future flood. The south abutment may be pushed 
further south to provide less exposure in the flood. If a two-span option is chosen, the center pier may be moved 
north to accommodate the location of the low flow channel. 
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BRIDGE AESTHETICS 

Boulder County has a vision for this bridge to be an architectural feature in the landscape. Drivers along State 
Highway 7 will be able to see this bridge as they approach the site from the east and west. Cyclists utilize this 
bridge on a popular bike route from Boulder to Lyons. The bridge site is surrounded by Boulder County Parks 
and Open Space land.  

The proposed bridge may have a minor architectural component similar to other bridges in this area of Boulder 
County. The bridge rail may contain a “monument” with a medallion image for Boulder County. The bridge rail 
will be a CDOT Type 10M, powder coated to match the weathering steel color. See Appendix H for an example 
of a “monument” and medallion used on a bridge within Boulder County. 

If the bridge structure is steel, a weathering coating will be recommended for aesthetics and ease of maintenance. 
If the adjacent concrete boxes are used, a red/brown coating can be applied to the girders and substructure to fit 
with the surrounding landscape. 

The steel pony-truss option will also be 
weathering steel to compliment the natural 
landscape of the adjacent sandstone cliffs and 
rolling hills of native grass. The Cambridge-
style Warren Truss was chosen because its 
structural form recalls the mining and ranching 
history of the South St. Vrain valley. The 
arching top chord gives the bridge a dynamic 
aspect, moving the viewer’s eye from one end 
to the other. 

DESIGN & MAINTENANCE 

All bridges constructed in Colorado for use by the traveling public are required to be inspected at a certain 
interval. Bridges with concrete superstructures require a basic bridge inspection every two years by the County’s 
on-call consultant. Steel plate girder bridges require a more thorough inspection at the same interval. The steel 
truss bridge requires a very detailed inspection of all members of each truss, since a single-span truss is considered 
a ‘fracture-critical’ member.  

Fracture-critical steel members are tension members whose fracture could lead to bridge collapse. The proposed 
pony-truss single-span option has fracture-critical members in the bottom chord of each truss. US Bridge 
manufacturer (owned by Contech) provides a double bottom chord to provide redundancy to the structure.  

In the proper climates and applications, weathering steel provides its own corrosion protection. The project site is 
located in a dry climate with low average humidity, providing a good location for weathering steel. This material 
finish requires no painting and minimal long-term maintenance (power washing the surface every year or 
so). Recommended design and construction detailing for weathering steel bridges are as follows: roadway drainage 
must be diverted off the bridge and away from the approaches; design and install bridge expansion joints away 
from the steel superstructure; periodically clean and repaint all steel within a minimum distance of 1.5 times the 
depth of the girder from bridge joints; provide a drip pan beneath each bearing for stain control; remove dirt, 
debris and other deposits that hold moisture on the steel; remove growth of nearby vegetation that prevents the 
natural drying of the steel surface. It is also recommended Boulder County develop and implement inspection 
guidelines for inspecting weathering steel, illustrating the difference between the desired oxide coating and 
excessive rust scaling. 
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CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULING 

Due to the 2013 flood event, the previous bridge was washed away, and the road has been closed and will remain 
closed through the duration of construction.  As such, the bridge design and construction schedule will be 
expedited to the greatest degree possible to allow the road to reopen.   

There are two primary factors affecting the duration of construction.  The first of these is whether the bridge 
selected has a steel or concrete superstructure.  Steel fabricators have been consulted and it has been found that 
steel plate girders have a lead time of 16-18 weeks. The lead time on a steel truss delivered to the site would be 13-
16 weeks. Concrete girder procurement time is expected to be no more than 3 months.   

The second factor affecting the schedule is the environmental considerations at the site.  There are several nests 
located within ½ mile of the bridge site.  Depending on the permit issued, the construction schedule may be 
significantly adversely affected.  Refer to the Environmental Concerns, below. 

The current detour route is along Old St Vrain Road to SH-7, resulting in detour times of under five minutes. The 
roadway would continue to be closed to the public during construction. 

HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT 

Old Saint Vrain Road is classified as a local access (rural) street and has a horizontal alignment that is essentially 
north-south where it crosses the South St Vrain Creek. The proposed roadway typical section will include: 2-11’ 
wide travel lanes and 4’ shoulders. This can be seen in Appendix G.  

The goal in developing the proposed horizontal alignment will be to closely follow the existing roadway 
centerline/crown, and connect the south end of the bridge with enough space for trucks to turn into the Andesite 
Mine entrance. 

South St. Vrain Creek currently flows north of the existing south abutment of the previous bridge. The flow of 
the river at the bridge is approximately perpendicular to the roadway centerline; therefore, it is anticipated that the 
substructures will be situated at approximately a 90°skew to the roadway control line. Final design will investigate 
the possibility of skewing the substructures to more closely match the creek flow. 

The modifications to the horizontal alignment affect the potential structure type equally, and therefore do not 
affect the structure selection. 

VERTICAL ALIGNMENT 

Developing the vertical alignment is an iterative process that will be adjusted during preliminary design to 
accommodate both the hydraulic and structural designs. The initial approach in developing the vertical alignment 
was to set the profile at a high enough elevation such that the preliminary structural and hydraulic requirements 
are satisfied. For all bridge options it was assumed that the 180-foot bridge would be centered within a 
descending grade. 

It is anticipated that the bridge deck will be raised approximately 2’ to 3.5’ depending on the type of structure that 
will ultimately be selected in order to accommodate the required hydraulic opening. Due to the increased height 
of the bridge deck, it will be necessary to adjust the approaches on either end of the bridge to match the elevated 
bridge. It is anticipated that a crest vertical curve to the north and a descending grade over the channel will be 
designed in order to accomplish this, and to match existing conditions at State Highway7 and Old St Vrain Rd.  

Once a preliminary alignment is set, other aspects will be analyzed such as: driveways, drainage ditches/swales, 
utilities, etc., to ensure that they will fit within the vertical profile design. It is probable that the profile of the 
roadway will need to be adjusted to accommodate these limitations. As mentioned above, the vertical alignment 
will be an iterative process throughout preliminary design to ensure that all the limitations are incorporated into 
the design. 
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The vertical alignment concerns apply to each structure type being considered equally, and therefore do not affect 
the structure selection. 

UTILITIES 

Colorado 811 was contacted to determine utilities that may be near the project location. The following utilities 
were identified as possibly being in the vicinity of the project location: 

Tier 1 

1. CenturyLink 

2. Xcel Energy 

Upon receiving this information, J-U-B contacted each of these utility companies to verify the existence of any 
utilities in the area of this project. Below is a detailed summary of each utility company’s facilities. 

1. Qwest Local Network (CenturyLink) 

CenturyLink has an existing buried line on the north side of State Highway 7. This line is not located in the 
vicinity of the proposed bridge. 

2. Xcel Energy Gas and Electric 

Per correspondence with Xcel Energy, there are no existing gas lines is located in the vicinity of the bridge. An 
overhead power line located north of State Highway 7 along the road is Xcel’s. It is anticipated that this overhead 
power line will not be affected by the bridge construction. J-U-B will remain in contact with Xcel Energy during 
the design process. 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS 

Smith Environmental and Engineering (Smith) is performing the environmental work for this project. 

J-U-B has received drafts for the following: 

Asbestos Containing Material and Lead Based Paint Survey (ISA) 

Cultural Resources Inventory 

Habitat Suitability Assessment for State and Federally Threatened and Endangered Species 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act Memo 

Waters of the U.S. and Nationwide Permit Application 

A final copy of each item above will be provided to Boulder County upon completion. 

Threatened and Endangered Species 

There is an existing magpie nest located north of the bridge site approximately 0.3 miles, in Hall Ranch Open 
Space north of State Highway 7. This nest has been used by Long-eared Owls, possibly as a winter roost. 

Also, there is a red-tailed hawk nest located approximately 0.4 miles southeast of the bridge, in a crevice along the 
ridgeline. 

Lastly, Boulder County Parks & Open Space has frequently observed Great Horned Owls along the creek 
corridor within the project area. While no nests were identified by Smith, the Owls may be nesting in hollows in 
standing dead trees in the project area. 

Wetlands 

A survey for wetlands in the project area has been completed by Smith. At this time, it appears wetlands are 
present on the east side of the Old St Vrain Road Bridge, on the north (left) bank of South St. Vrain Creek. Also, 
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wetlands may exist near the bridge, however much of the wetland area may have been destroyed during the 
flooding. Impacts to wetlands will be determined during the design process. It is anticipated that a Nationwide (3) 
Permit will be completed for the wetland impacts for this project. 

Cultural Resources 

An inventory for cultural resources in the project area was performed by A & B Cultural Consultants. Two 
previously recorded sites were located: the Old St Vrain Road, and the Carl Holcomb Ditch. According to the 
previous recordings of these sites, both were recommended to be not eligible for listing in the NRHP. As such, it 
was recommended that no further cultural resource considerations are necessary on this project. 

GEOLOGY / FOUNDATIONS 

Terracon performed geotechnical testing and evaluation for this project. A copy of the Geotechnical Engineering 
Report St. Vrain Bridge Replacement – Approximately 2 miles southwest of the Intersection of Highway 36 and Highway 7, dated 
January 5, 2016 is included with this report as Appendix D. The testing included five (5) borings that were drilled 
to depths of approximately 5 to 85 feet below the existing ground surface. Three (3) borings were drilled near the 
area of the proposed bridge structure and two (2) borings were drilled within areas of proposed pavement 
construction. 

A general summary of the geotechnical profile at the site is as follows: 

Asphalt concrete pavement depth is approximately 6” 

Existing fill depth (below existing pavements) varies from 6” to 8” 

Existing fill depth (in roadway repair area, test borings #4 & 5) is approximately 3’ 

Poorly graded gravel (with silt, sand, cobbles and boulders) occurs to depths of 23’ to 53’ below the 
existing site grades. 

Sandstone bedrock exists in the area of the bridge test borings and is as shallow as 23’ below the 
roadway.  

Considering the size and type of construction planned and the subsurface conditions encountered in the test 
borings, Terracon recommends the structure be placed on deep foundations consisting of straight shaft piers 
drilled into bedrock or steel H-piles pre-drilled into bedrock. 

Furthermore, in the area of the bridge test borings, groundwater was encountered at depths of about 3 - 4 feet 
below existing creek bed. In order to achieve adequate dewatering, the flow can be diverted into culverts to 
bypass the construction area or temporary cofferdams can be constructed upstream to direct the flow.  

Approach slabs are also recommended to eliminate the bump that often occurs at the bridge abutments due to 
settlement of the approach embankment. These various substructure considerations apply to each structure type 
being considered, and therefore do not affect the structure selection. 

RIGHT-OF-WAY 

The existing bridge and associated roadway approaches are located within property owned by Boulder County 
(Parks & Open Space). There is no specific right-of-way assigned to the bridge and roadway approaches, as the 
original bridge was located 500 feet downstream, prior to Boulder County acquiring the property surrounding it. 

At this time, it is unclear if right-of-way will need to be acquired for this project.   

Additionally, any right-of-way acquisition will need to follow the Uniform Act. 

It is probable that the project will need to acquire temporary construction easements (TCE) adjacent to the 
project. The size and locations of these TCEs have not been determined. However, the TCEs will be shown on 
the preliminary and final plans.  Any right-of-way acquisitions or easements that are required will be essentially the 
same for each structure type being considered, and therefore do not affect the selection. 
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COST ESTIMATE 

For each of the alternatives considered, a conceptual design was performed and quantities for all bridge items 
were calculated. CDOT published cost data, along with other DOT cost data, and reliance on the experience of J-
U-B personnel were used to develop unit costs for 
the various bridge items.  The cost comparison for 
the three alternates originally considered is 
presented along with their respective General 
Layouts in Appendix B.   A two-span, side-by-side 
prestressed concrete box structure is presented in 
Option 1 and is the most cost-effective. Option 2 
utilizes highly efficient and relatively light steel plate 
girders, also in a two-span configuration, and has an 
associated moderate cost. Option 3 is the most 
costly, with a single-span steel Pony-truss structure.   

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The most important criteria affecting the selection of the structure type are the cost, construction schedule, 
maintenance, aesthetics, and hydraulics. Other criteria presented in this report affect the project but do not 
directly affect the selection of the structure type.  The relative advantages and disadvantages of each are presented 
below. 

Cost – As previously noted, the Concrete Box Girder option is the least costly, followed by the Steel Plate Girder 
and finally the Steel Pony-Truss option. 

Schedule - The construction schedule is most affected by the lead time required for obtaining the girders.  In 
this regard, the Steel Plate Girder option is disadvantaged, as it uses steel girders requiring a longer lead time.  The 
two-span, Concrete Box Girder option is likely the most quickly constructed option due to the shortest lead time.  
The single-span, Steel Pony-truss option will be able to meet the requirement to construct the substructure before 
spring runoff approaches.   

Maintenance – The Concrete Box Girder option is a common structure type in Colorado, and the maintenance 
of this structure is the least difficult of the three options. The Steel Plate Girders require a more complex 
inspection, while the Steel Pony-truss requires the most complicated inspection and design detailing.  

Aesthetics – Boulder County would like to provide a signature bridge at this location, as it can be seen by the 
travelling public along State Highway 7, and is surrounded by Boulder County Open Space. The Steel Pony-truss 
option would be the best option for an architecturally significant bridge complimenting the surrounding area. The 
Steel Plate Girder option would provide a similar weathering steel color, while the Concrete Box Girders may be 
coated with a similar red/brown color.  

Hydraulics – The overall bridge length and low chord elevation are primarily controlled by hydraulics.  Each of 
the options presented satisfies these criteria generally; however, the single-span option is preferred because it 
requires no piers in the flood channel. Placing no piers in the flood channel is a relative advantage because the 
channel is less obstructed. The two-span options require a single pier near the middle of the flood channel, which 
is a considerable disadvantage and the pier may catch debris during a flood event. 

Old St Vrain Rd over South St Vrain Creek
Cost Estimate Summary

Overall Per Square Foot

Opt. 1 1,110,000$          186.95$              
Opt. 2 1,140,000$          192.55$              
Opt. 3 1,580,000$          266.74$              

Preliminary Cost Estimate
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The preferred option which best meets 
the assigned criteria is the two-span 
Concrete Box Girder option. It 
provides the least-cost option.  The 
proposed substructures will consist of 
wall abutments supported on driven 
piles, and cap & column piers 
supported on caisson foundations. The 
concrete box option is also the best 
solution for a tight construction 
schedule and for long-term 
maintenance by the County. 

The option chosen by Boulder County 
is the single-span, Steel Pony-truss 
option.  The Truss option is a better 
solution with regard to hydraulics and 
aesthetics, and a good option for the 
construction schedule. 

LIMITATIONS 

The depth of the recommended structure type uses an 8” composite concrete deck with a 3” assumed maximum 
haunch thickness. Final design is required to verify the maximum superstructure depth.  The superstructure depth 
will have a minimal impact on the vertical profile of the roadway. 

Old St Vrain Rd over South St Vrain Creek
Cost-Benefit Matrix

Benefit Categories
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Option 1 - Precast, 
Pretensioned side-by-side box 

girders w 5" conc deck
XX XX XX X

Option 2 - Steel Plate Girders 
w 8" conc deck

X X X

Option 3 - Steel Pony-truss 
with 8" conc deck

X XX XX
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